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1. INTRODUCTION 

In 2009 Eurostat started a reflection on the production methods of European statistics. 

The reflection leads to a program aiming at re-engineering the statistical production 

process in the European Statistical System (ESS) with increased efficiency, improved 

coherence and comparability of data. Tools and administrative mechanisms will be 

developed to reach these objectives. Within an ESS-wide programme, sharing of 

information, statistical services and costs in selected statistical domains are piloted.  

In this context, a five year project "European System of interoperable statistical Business 

Registers" (ESBRs) was launched in 2013 focussing on the interoperability of statistical 

business registers in the ESS. 

The purpose of the project is to obtain better business statistics, through the 

interoperability of business registers resulting in improved data availability on 

globalisation issues, reduced inconsistencies in European business statistics and a more 

efficient production of business registers. The development of Statistical Services is 

considered as fundamental for data quality management, efficient production and a 

coordinated use of interoperable Business Registers. 

The paper focusses on the path foreseen for the technical side of interoperability in the 

ESBRs and outlines the plans for developing and using Statistical Services in the 

production of business registers.  

2. METHODS 

Statistical business registers play a key role in creating abilities for linking and sharing 

information needed for producing high quality European statistics. This requires not only 

common concepts and harmonized operational rules for maintaining a register, but also 

processes, organisations and systems which are able to interact with each other. 

Moreover, the development and the operations of business register systems are costly. 

Noting the fact that statistical business registers have similar or equal functions, the 

opportunities will be investigated for defining generic solutions or services for these 

functions which could reduce the development, maintenance and exploitation costs. 

According to the guidelines for describing statistical services definitions [2] a service is a 

representation of a real world business activity with a specified outcome. It is self-

contained and can be reused by a number of business processes (either within or across 

statistical organizations).  

A statistical service allows performing a task in the statistical production process. Using 

statistical services will allow statistical organizations to create flexible business processes 

and systems for statistical production more easily.  
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In practice, a shared statistical service is an identified generic functionality representing a 

business function that can be used by different NSIs inside the NSIs business process to 

produce statistics on a given topic. Identification of generic functionality can for example 

take place on the level of an NSI, as a result of cooperation between NSIs or at Eurostat 

level. A statistical service can be made available to NSIs by exposing it in a Service 

Oriented Architecture (SOA) being accessible via standardised interfaces. Alternatively 

an NSI might replicate the service and integrate it into their business process. 

On the one hand, statistical services allow sharing best practices across European 

countries and contribute to the overall efficiency of the European Statistical System. On 

the other hand, they contribute to a better consistency of statistics by standardising the 

methods to produce statistics across European countries.  

3. RESULTS 

As general results of a functioning ESBRs, it is expected that all National Statistical 

Institutes, as producers of business registers, are able to access shared services for 

register management and that a catalogue of certified services exists that covers all or 

even most of all relevant functionalities of the business process. 

The realization of sharing services is planned stepwise:  

 In a first phase, which is planned for 2014 to 2015, the current situation is 

investigated with regard to the feasibility of common statistical services and to 

identify the already existing distribution of using statistical services in the ESS. 

Furthermore this phase serves for the identification of all functionalities that are 

needed in the various steps for the production and maintenance of statistical 

business registers and that should be developed as a statistical service in order to 

share them among the producers of business registers. 

 The second phase is planned for 2016 to 2017. Main challenge within this phase 

will be the insertion of the results of phase 1 in the general ESS catalogue for 

statistical services so that the functionalities are available to use. Such catalogue 

will be a list of services described using a standardized description.  

o Currently, only a few such shared services exist or are being developed. 

However, a broader use of shared statistical services would increase data 

quality and harmonisation, and thus interoperability, and will as well 

reduce production costs. 

o The goal of this task is to develop a list of relevant statistical business 

register services, including appropriate criteria and descriptions. These 

statistical services do already exist or might be made available. In the 

other cases the catalogue will be a list of desirable statistical services. 

 The subsequent phase is planned from 2018 on and will be characterized by 

using, improving and complement the list of statistical services in the ESBRs. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Changed requests for European business statistics require modifications of the existing 

production of European business registers. The premise is to replace the separated 

national business registers with a European System of interoperable statistical Business 
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Registers that follows common concepts, harmonized methods and where the 

components of the system are able to interact with each other.  

The paper points out the way forward for the business registers domain and drafts the 

steps that are currently undertaken to prepare European business registers to share 

statistical services in future within the ESBRs. 
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